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Question: 1 
   
A developer must create an Apex class, contactcontroller, that a Lightning component can 
use to search for Contact records. User of the Lightning component should only be able to 
search Contact records to which they have access. Which two will restrict the records correctly? 
 
A. public class ContactController 
B. public with sharing class ContactController 
C. public without sharing class ContactController 
D. public inherited sharing class ContactController 
 

Answer: BD     
 

Question: 2 
   
What is the maximum number of SOQL queries used by the following code? List<Account> aList = 
[SELECT Id FROM Account LIMIT 5]; for (Account a : aList){ List<Contact> cList = [SELECT Id FROM Contact 
WHERE AccountId = :a.Id); } 
 
A. 5 
B. 6 
C. 1 
D. 2 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 3 
   
developer created this Apex trigger that calls MyClass .myStaticMethod: 
trigger myTrigger on Contact(before insert) ( MyClass.myStaticMethod(trigger.new, trigger.oldMap); } 
The developer creates a test class with a test method that calls MyClass.mystaticMethod, resulting in 
81% overall code coverage. What happens when the developer tries to deploy the trigger and two 
classes to production, assuming no other code exist? 
 
A. The deployment fails because the Apex trigger has no code coverage. 
B. The deployment fails because no assertions were made in the test method. 
C. The deployment passes because the Apex code has required (>75%) code coverage. 
D. The deployment passes because both classes and the trigger were included in the deployment. 
 



Answer: A     
 

Question: 4 
   
What are two ways a developer can get the status of an enquered job for a class that queueable 
interface? Choose 2 answers 
 
A. View the apex status Page 
B. View the apex flex Queue 
C. View the apex Jobs page 
D. Query the AsyncApexJobe object 
 

Answer: A, C     
 

Question: 5 
   
How does the Lightning Component framework help developers implement solutions faster? 
 
A. By providing an Agile process with default steps 
B. By providing code review standards and processes 
C. By providing device-awareness for mobile and desktops 
D. By providing change history and version control 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 6 
   
What are two ways for a developer to execute tests in an org? 
 
A. Tooling API 
B. Developer console 
C. Bulk API 
D. Matadata API 
 

Answer: A, B     
 

Question: 7 
   
What is a key difference between a Master-Detail Relationship and a Lookup Relationship? 
 



A. A Master-Detail Relationship detail record inherits the sharing and security of its master record. 
B. When a record of a master object in a Lookup Relationship is deleted, the detail records are also 
deleted. 
C. A Lookup Relationship is a required field on an object. 
D. When a record of a master object in a Master-Detail Relationship is deleted, the detail records are 
kept and not deleted. 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 8 
   
A developer writes a trigger on the Account object on the before update event that increments a count 
field. A workflow rule also increments the count field every time that an Account is created or updated. 
The field update in the workflow rule is configured to not re-evaluate workflow rules. 
What is the value of the count field if an Account is inserted with an initial value of zero, assuming no 
other automation logic is implemented on the Account? 
 
A. 1 
B. 3 
C. 4 
D. 2 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 9 
   
A Licensed_Professional__c custom object exist in the system with two Master-Detail fields for the 
following objects: Certification__c and Contact. Users with the "Certification Representative" role can 
access the Certification records they own and view the related Licensed Professionals records, however 
users with the "Salesforce representative" role report they cannot view any Licensed professional 
records even though they own the associated Contact record. What are two likely causes of users in the 
"Sales Representative" role not being able to access the Licensed Professional records? Choose 2 
answers 
 
A. The organization's sharing rules for Licensed_Professional__c have not finished their recalculation 
process. 
B. The organization recently modified the Sales representative role to restrict Read/Write access to 
Licensed_Professional__c 
C. The organization has a private sharing model for Certification__c, and Contact is the primary 
relationship in the Licensed_Professional__c object 
D. The organization has a private sharing model for Certification__c, and Certification__c is the primary 
relationship in the Licensed_Professional__c object. 
 



Answer: A, D     
 

Question: 10 
   
A custom picklist field, Food_Preference__c, exist on a custom object. The picklist contains the following 
options: 'Vegan','Kosher','No Preference'. The developer must ensure a value is populated every time a 
record is created or updated. What is the most efficient way to ensure a value is selected every time a 
record is saved? 
 
A. Set "Use the first value in the list as the default value" as True. 
B. Set a validation rule to enforce a value is selected. 
C. Mark the field as Required on the field definition. 
D. Mark the field as Required on the object's page layout. 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 11 
   
An org tracks customer orders on an Order object and the items of an Order on the Line Item object. The 
Line Item object has a MasterDetail relationship to the order object. A developer has a requirement to 
calculate the order amount on an Order and the line amount on each Line item based on quantity and 
price. 
What is the correct implementation? 
 
A. Implement the line amount as a numeric formula field and the order amount as a roll-up summary 
field. 
B. Write a single before trigger on the Line Item that calculates the item amount and updates the order 
amount on the Order. 
C. Implement the Line amount as a currency field and the order amount as a SUM formula field. 
D. Write a process on the Line item that calculates the item amount and order amount and updates the 
filed on the Line Item and the order. 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 12 
   
A developer must build application that tracks which Accounts have purchase specific pieces of equal 
products. Each Account could purchase many pieces of equipment. 
How should the developer track that an Account has purchased a piece of equipment. 
 
A. Use the Asset object. 
B. Use a Custom object. 



C. Use a Master-Detail on Product to Account 
D. Use a Lookup on Account to product. 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 13 
   
A developer is asked to create a Visualforce page for Opportunities that allows users to save or merge 
the current record. 
Which approach should the developer to meet this requirement? 
 
A. A custom controller 
B. A custom controller extension 
C. Visualforce page JavaScript 
D. Standard controller methods 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 14 
   
How can a developer check the test coverage of active Process Builder and Flows deploying them in a 
Changing Set? 
 
A. Use the Flow properties page. 
B. Use the code Coverage Setup page 
C. Use the Apex testresult class 
D. Use SOQL and the Tooling API 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 15 
   
Which three operations affect the number of times a trigger can fire? 
Choose 3 answers 
 
A. Process Flows 
B. Workflow Rules 
C. Criteria-based Sharing calculations 
D. Email messages 
E. Roll-Up Summary fields 
 



Answer: A, B, E     
 


